We extend a unified and easy-to-use approach to measurement error and missing data. Blackwell, Honaker and King (2015b) gives an intuitive overview of the new technique, along with practical suggestions and empirical applications. Here, we offer more precise technical details; more sophisticated measurement error model specifications and estimation procedures; and analyses to assess the approach's robustness to correlated measurement errors and to errors in categorical variables. These results support using the technique to reduce bias and increase efficiency in a wide variety of empirical research. * For helpful comments, discussions, and data we thank
Introduction
In this paper, we extend and technically undergird a new unified approach to analyses of data sets with both measurement error and missing data, extremely common coexisting conditions throughout applied social science research. The technique is called multiple overimputation (mo) and it generalizes the popular approach of multiple imputation (mi) for missing data as well as a methodology for measurement error. The technique benefits by formalizing the idea of regarding missing data as an extreme form of measurement error, or measurement error as a form of partially missing data. Applied researchers can easily use the technique to preprocess their data to deal with both methodological problems simultaneously and then use whatever technique they might have applied to their data if it had neither problem. Blackwell, Honaker and King (2015b) (BHK, hereinafter) offers an overview of mo, along with empirical applications and suggestions for practice. In this paper, we first offer a more precise formulation of the methodology, its assumptions, and its implementation (Section 2). Next, we show how to estimate rather than assume the variances in more sophisticated measurement error models (Section 3). We then show how mo remains robust for common categorical variables even when specifying a model for continuous measurement error (Section 4) and for different types of correlated measurement error when the measurement error model assumes independence (Section 5).
Finally, we offer detailed simulations to provide guidance for the number of data sets to overimpute (Section 6). Section 7 concludes.
Model and Estimation
Here we introduce the general mo model and a specific em algorithm implementation. We also show that it is equivalent to mi with observation-level priors as introduced by . We also offer more general notation than that in the text.
Notation
Consider data x ij with observations i = 1, . . . , N and variables j = 1, . . . , p. Although numerical values for all elements of x ≡ {x ij |∀i, j} exist, we have knowledge about each through a three-part 1 measurement mechanism:
0 if x ij is observed 1 if x ij is missing but an unbiased proxy w ij is observed 2 if x ij is missing (1)
The three cases correspond respectively to (0) direct observation of the true value; (1) unbiased estimation of the true value, E(w ij ) = x ij ; and (2) classical missingness, for which the true value and proxies of it are unavailable. We partition x into sets where the true values are observed or missing: x = {x obs , x mis } where x obs ≡ {x ij | (∀i, j) ∧ (m ij = 0)} and (2)
Thus, we observe portions of the covariates x obs , the measurement mechanism m ≡ {m ij | ∀i, j}, and the proxies w ≡ {w ij | (∀i, j) ∧ (m ij = 1)}.
Our goal is to infer the distribution of x, p(x|θ) ≡ p(x obs , x mis |θ), where θ is an unknown parameter vector. We begin with the observed-data probability density function p(m, w, x obs |θ, γ, φ) = p(m|x obs , x mis , w, φ)p(w|x mis , x obs , γ)p(x obs , x mis |θ)dx mis ,
where φ is the parameter of the distribution of m, and γ is the parameter of the distribution of the measurement mechanism.
Assumptions
We require two key assumptions. First, we enable researchers to avoid specifying a full probability density for the measurement assignment, p(m|x obs , x mis , w, φ). To do this, we generalize mi's (realized) missing at random assumption:
Assumption 1 (Ignorable Measurement Mechanism Assignment (IMMA)). (a) For any values of
m, x obs , w, x mis , and, x mis , p(m|x obs , x mis , w, φ) = p(m|x obs , x mis , w, φ).
and (b) the parameters governing m, φ, are distinct from those governing w, γ, and x, θ, in
Equation 4.
Here, x mis and x mis are two possible realizations of the missing data, so that 5 says that the distribution of the mismeasurement indicator, m, is the same no matter the value of the missing data.
We also assume knowledge of the measurement error data generation process, allowing its indexed parameter vector to be known or estimated:
Assumption 2 (Measurement error distribution). The distribution p(w|x mis , x obs , γ) is known up to its parameters γ. The parameters γ are either known or a consistent estimator (γ s.t.γ
is available.
The Observed-data likelihood
We begin with three definitions. First, we specify the joint likelihood that explicitly handles the presence of missingness or measurement error:
L j (θ, γ, φ) = p(m, w, x obs |θ, γ, φ).
Second, we write the profile likelihood of (θ, γ) with respect to the parameters of m:
The profile likelihood is useful because the maximum likelihood estimates from it will turn out to be the maximum likelihood estimates based on the joint likelihood. Finally, we define the ignorance likelihood, ignoring the measurement indicator m:
L(θ, γ) = p(w, x obs |θ, γ).
We now use these definitions to establish the relationship between these quantities, in a manner similar to results for the missingness at random assumption in classical analyses of multiple imputation for missing data.
Theorem 1. Under IMMA (Assumption 1), the profile likelihood for (θ, γ),is proportional to the ignorance likelihood: L p (θ, γ) ∝ L(θ, γ).
Proof. Under imma, we can factor the joint likelihood as L j (θ, γ, φ) = p(m, w, x obs |θ, γ, φ)
= p(x obs , x mis |θ)p(w|x mis , x obs , γ)p(m|x obs , x mis , w, φ)dx mis ,
= p(x obs , x mis |θ)p(w|x mis , x obs , γ)p(m|x obs , w, φ)dx mis ,
= p(m|x obs , w, φ) p(x obs , x mis |θ)p(w|x mis , x obs , γ)dx mis ,
= p(m|x obs , w, φ)L(θ, γ).
The second equality is simply the definition of the joint likelihood, the third follows from IMMA, the fourth and fifth from the properties of expectations. Substituting this expression into the definition of the profile likelihood (Equation 7) gives:
where the last equality holds because the second factor of the second line is constant with respect to (θ, γ).
What Theorem 1 tells us is that inferences based on L(θ, γ) will be the same as inferences about θ and γ from the profile likelihood and, thus, the joint likelihood. Because we state IMMA in terms of all values of m, x obs , and w, then this result will hold both in our realized sample and in repeated samples. Thus, both Bayesian inference and general frequentist inference are justified under this result (Seaman et al., 2013) . From here on, we thus refer to L(θ, γ) as the observed-data likelihood, where its dependence on IMMA is implicit.
An EM algorithm for missing data and measurement error
The em algorithm is commonly used to maximize the likelihoods intractable due to missingness. In this section, we show how we can incorporate measurement error into the standard em algorithm for missing data. For expository purposes, we assume that the true values of the measurement error distribution parameters, γ, are known and, thus, fixed. In Section 3.2, we consider extensions for when γ is estimated.
The object in the em-algorithm is the expectation of the log-likelihood of the complete data, averaged across the missing data given a current guess of the parameters:
Note that the distribution of the missing data which we are averaging across fixes the value of θ, while the value in the complete-data log-likelihood is allowed to vary. The em algorithm proceeds in two steps. First, in the E-step, we compute the function Q(θ|θ (t) ), which involves calculating the posterior distribution of the missing data, conditional on the observed. The second step, called the M-step, maximizes Q(θ|θ (t) ) with respect to θ. This becomes the new candidate value, θ (t+1) , and the algorithm iterates until convergence. Under suitable conditions (Wu, 1983) , the em algorithm converges to the maximum likelihood estimate of θ under the observed-data likelihood, L(θ, γ).
The complete-data log-likelihood is straightforward in our general setup:
Because the last term only depends on the known (mis)measurement process, it will not factor into the maximization of Q(θ|θ (t) ). This follows from our (implicit) assumption that the parameters of the measurement process are distinct from the parameters of the target data x. The measurement information will enter the em algorithm through its influence on the posterior distribution of x mis :
p(x mis |x obs , w, θ (t) , γ) ∝ p(x mis |x obs , θ (t) )p(w|x mis , x obs , γ).
Thus, we can write the objective function in this case as:
Because (19) is a posterior for the missing data and (18) is a complete-data log-likelihood, all of the properties of the general em algorithm will apply to it here with the form (20). Namely, this algorithm will converge to the maximum likelihood estimate of θ under the observed-data likelihood. If we replace the true parameters, γ, with a consistent estimate,γ, the em algorithm will still converge to a consistent estimator of the complete-data parameters by standard asymptotic arguments (Newey and McFadden, 1994) . While estimating γ does not affect the consistency of our em estimator, it does affect the variance of the asymptotic distribution. In order to achieve consistent variance estimates, we can rely on the non-parametric bootstrap.
Multiple Overimputation
Analyzing the true values of the data x would be much easier than the observed data since the mismeasured and missing components contribute to the likelihood (8) in complicated ways. Thus, mo seeks to form a series of complete, ideal datasets: x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (B) . Each of these overimputed datasets is of the form
mis ), so that the perfectly measured data is constant across the overimputations. We refer to this as overimputation because we replace observed data w with draws from an imputation model for x mis . To form these overimputations, we take draws from the posterior predictive distribution of the unobserved data:
Once we have these B overimputations, we can simply run B separate analyses on each dataset and combine them using straightforward rules in one of the two standard ways in mi. See BHK, Section 2.1.
Equation (21) suggests one way to create multiple imputations: (1) draw θ (b) from its posterior
mis |x obs , w, θ (b) , γ). Usually these procedures are implemented with either data augmentation (that is, Gibbs sampling) or the expectation-maximization (em) algorithm combined with an additional sampling step. We focus here on how our method works in the em algorithm, since these two approaches are closely linked and often lead to similar inferences (Schafer, 1997; King et al., 2001; . The em algorithm from Section 2.4 will give us either a maximum likelihood (MLE) or maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the parameters of the complete data,θ. With this estimate, there are various ways to draw from the predictive posterior distribution. Here, we apply the em algorithm to a series of data sets drawn using the nonparametric bootstrap and use the estimated value ofθ b in that bootstrapped sample as a draw from the posterior of θ. Of course, mo is not limited to the em algorithm; we could replace it with a suitable mcmc approach as well.
A Specific Model within the Class
In the above description of the model, we have left the distributions unspecified. To implement a specific model, we must of course specify this additional information. To make our estimation approach practical, we narrow the class of allowable data generation processes to any distribution that possesses the property of statistical duality. This is a simple property (related to self-conjugacy in Bayesian analysis) possessed by a variety of distributions, such as normal, Laplace, Gamma, Inverse Gamma, Pareto, and others (Bityukov et al., 2006) . 1 Here, we offer the most common choice in practice, which is that the complete (but partially unobserved) data (x) is multivariate normal with mean µ and covariance Σ. This implies that any conditional distribution of the ideal is also normal.
The above measurement error distribution is in its most general form, a function of the entire ideal data vector, x, and some parameters, γ. As noted by Stefanski (2000) , all approaches to correcting measurement error must include additional information about this distribution. In the simple but powerful special case, we assume that w ij ind ∼ N (x ij , λ 2 ij ) where the measurement error variance λ 2 ij is known or estimable using techniques from Section 3. Our assumption corresponds to that of classical measurement error, yet our modified em algorithm can handle more general cases than this. If the measurement error is known to be biased or dependent upon another variable, we can simply adjust the cell-level means above and proceed as usual. Essentially, one must have knowledge of how the variable was mismeasured. The simulation results in Section 5.2 further indicate that mo is robust to these assumptions in certain situations.
With the measurement error model above, the normality of the data makes the calculation of the sufficient statistics straightforward. In a slight abuse of notation, we can gather the independent measurement error distributions on w ij into a multivariate normal with mean x mis,i and covariance matrix Λ i = λ 2 i I, where λ 2 i = {λ 2 ij ; m ij = 1} and I is the identity matrix with dimension equal to j I{m ij = 1}. To ease exposition, let θ = (µ, Σ) and consider the case without fully missing values. When x comes from an exponential family, the e-step involves calculating the expected value of the complete-data sufficient statistics, marginalized across the missing data:
Here 
We simply change our e-step to calculate this expectation for each cell measured with error and proceed with the m-step as usual. 2 That is, we would find the values of µ (t+1) and Σ (t+1) that maximize the likelihood with these updated sufficient statistics in (23). Note that while we assume that the measurement errors on different variables are independent, one could incorporate dependence into Λ i . The result in (24) is identical to the results in , when we set a prior distribution for x i,mis that is normal with mean w i and variance Λ i . See their paper for additional implementation details.
Finally, we note that the imputation of purely missing values for a given observation will not directly depend on imputations of the mismeasured value for that observation. This is because imputations are always computed from a regression of a missing value on the observed data for that observation. Thus, since both missing and mismeasured variables are missing for a given observation, the imputation of one will not affect the other. If there is gold-standard data for a mismeasured value, then the mismeasured variable is observed and, thus, the imputations of the missing values can depend on that variable. In this case, the priors can influence the imputed values for the missing data through their influence on the complete-data parameters. This is appropriate, though, because the priors help to push the complete-data parameters to reflect the true, underlying data, which is exactly the information being used to impute missing values with gold-standard measurements in the mismeasured variable.
Directly Estimating Measurement Error Variances
Above we assume that the amount of measurement error is known or estimable from the data.
In 
Multiple Proxies
When multiple proxies (or "repeated measures") of the same true variable are available, we can use relationships among them to provide point estimates of the required variances, and to set the priors in mo. For example, suppose for the same true variable x ij we have two unbiased proxies with normal errors that are independent after conditioning on x ij :
where a, b, c are unknown parameters, that rescale the additional proxy measure to a different range, mean, and different degree of measurement error. The covariances and correlations between these proxies can be solved as E cov(w 1 , w 2 ) = a var(x j ) and E cor(
where a is one of the scale parameters above, and γ is a ratio:
where all of these expectations are over units. If the measurement error is uncorrelated with x j the variances decompose as λ 2 u = var(w 1 ) − var(x j ). This leads to two feasible estimates of the error variances for setting priors. First:
which is exactly correct when a = 1, that is, when w 2 is on the same scale (with possibly differing intercept) as w 1 . Similarly,
which is exactly correct when c = a ⇔ γ = 1, that is, the second proxy has the same relative proportion of error as the original proxy.
Heteroskedastic Measurement Error
In some applications, the amount of measurement error may vary across observations. Although most corrections in the literature ignore this possibility, it is easy to include in the mo framework, and doing so often makes estimation easier. To include this information, we add a subscript i to the variance of the measurement error: p(w i |x ij , λ 2 ui ). We then consider two examples. First, suppose the data include some observations measured with error and some without error.
For the gold-standard observations we have w i = x ij , or equivalently λ 2 ui = 0. The imputation model would only overimpute cell values measured with error, leaving the "gold-standard" observations as is. If the other observations have a common error variance, λ 2 u , then we can easily estimate this quantity, since the variance of the gold-standard observations is σ 2 x and the mismeasured observations have variance σ 2 x + λ 2 u . This leads to the feasible estimator,
whereσ 2 mm is the estimated variance of the mismeasured observations andσ 2 gs is the estimated variance of the gold-standard observations.
As a second special case of heteroskedastic measurement error, mo can handle situations where the variance is a linear function of another variable. That is, when λ 2 ui = rz i , where z i is variable and r is the proportional constant relating the variable to the error variance. If we know r (or we can estimate it through variance function approaches), then we can easily incorporate this into the prior above using w i ∼ N (w i |x ij , rZ i ). While our imputation model assumes the data is drawn from a multivariate normal distribution, non-normal variables, such as categorical variables, can be included in the imputation and can even be overimputed for measurement error. It is well known in the mi literature that imputation via a normal model works well for categorical variables, and indeed as well as models designed especially for categorical variables and even when the analysis model is nonlinear (Schafer, 1997; Schafer and Olsen, 1998) .
To illustrate how these findings extend to the mo context, we construct a simulation study with measurement error on a binary variable. To do so, we use a similar setup to BHK, except that both the underlying latent variable (which we call x i ) and the mismeasured proxy (w i ) are each a five-category ordinal variable. That is, x i is drawn from a Binomial distribution with five trials and a 0.2 probability of success. Note that this forces x i to exhibit skew. To create measurement error, we add u i ∼ N (0, 0.2) to the categorical variable and then use cutoffs at 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 to force the noisy variable to also be categorical. This leads to roughly 20% of the observations to be miscoded and leads to a proportion of variance due to measurement error, ρ, of 0.2. The goal, as before, is to correctly recover the effect of x i on y i , where we have
We follow the same procedure as in Section 3 of BHK and run mo with a range of assumptions about ρ, where ρ is the proportion of variance due to measurement error. In this simulations we use the mo in its default form and leave the values overimputed from the normal model as in, without rounding them to their nearest category. Figure 5 .2.2 shows the results of these simulations, with a vertical dashed line that represents the amount of variance due to the continuous measurement error, u i . Note that when we discretize the mismeasured variable, it reduces the variance slightly, the true ρ will be slightly less than the one denoted on the plot. The results from this more challenging test are largely similar to our earlier simulations. Even in the face of skewed, categorical latent and observed variables, mo is able to recover good estimates of the slope, β 1 , around the true amount of measurement error. Further, mo minimizes the RMSE at the point as well. While this is a promising approach for categorical variables, tailored methods for misclassification, such as Katz and Katz (2010) , may outperform mo in applications that primarily focus on measurement errors on binary variables.
Robustness to Correlated Measurement Errors
In this Section and the next, we show how mo is robust to data problems that may occur in a large number of settings and applications. We show here how mo is robust to theoretical measurement dilemmas that occur regularly in social science data.
Until now we have assumed that measurement error is independent of all other variables. We now show how to relax this assumption. Many common techniques for treating measurement error make this strong assumption and are not robust when it is violated. For example, probably the most commonly implemented measurement error model (in the rare cases that a correction is attempted at all) is the classic errors-in-variables (eiv) model. We thus first briefly describe the eiv model to illustrate the strong assumptions required. The eiv model is also a natural point of comparison to mo, since both can be thought of as replacing mismeasured observations with predictions from auxiliary models.
The Foundation: The Errors-in-variables Model
As before, assume y i and x i are jointly normal with parameters as in BHK, Equation 2. Suppose instead of x i we have a set of proxy variables which are measures of x i with some additional normally distributed random noise:
ordered such that σ 2 u < σ 2 v , making w 1 the superior of the two proxies as it has less noise.
Suppose the true relationship is y i = αx i + i1 , and we instead use the best available proxy and
We then get some degree of attenuation 0 < β < α since the coefficient on u i should be zero. This attenuation is shown in one example in the right of Figure 2 where the relationship between y i and w 1 shown in red is weaker than the true relationship with x i estimated in the left graph and copied in black on the right. On the left we see the true relationship between y i and the latent x i . When the mismeasured proxy w i1 is used instead, the estimated relationship (shown in red) is attenuated compared to the true relationship (shown in black in both graphs).
In this simple example we can calculate the expectation of this attenuation. The coefficient on
where x + u andx are the sample means of w i1 and x i , respectively. The last term in the denominator, σ 2 u , causes this attenuation. If the variance of the measurement error is zero the term drops out and we get the correct estimate. As the measurement error increases, the ratio tends to zero.
The coefficients in the eiv approach can be estimated either directly or in two stages. A twostage estimation procedure is the common framework to build intuition about the model and the role of the additional proxy measure. In this approach, we first obtain estimates of x i from the relationship between the w's since they only share x i in common,ŵ i1 =γw i2 , and then use these predictions to estimate In Figure 4 we illustrate how the eiv model performs in data that meet its assumptions. The black distributions represent the distribution of coefficients estimated when the latent data x * is available in a simulated dataset of size 500. 5 The naive regressions that do not account for measurement error are shown in red in both graphs. The coefficient on w i1 is attenuated to towards zero (bottom panel). The estimated constant term is biased upwards to compensate (top panel). In each simulated dataset, we use the eiv model (in blue), and see that the distribution of estimated parameters using the proxies resembles the distribution using the latent data, although with slightly greater variance. Thus there is some small efficiency loss, but the eiv model clearly recovers unbiased estimates when its assumptions are met.
We also run the mo on the same simulated datasets in which we ran the eiv model. The distribution of coefficients (which we present below) recovers the distribution that would have been estimated if the latent data had been available. Thus, in the simple setting where the assumptions of the eiv model are met, our approach performs equivalently.
Robustness to Violating Assumptions
If we think of the coefficient on x i as the ratio of cov(x, y) to var(x), then the attenuation in equation (32) is being driven by the fact that var(w 1 ) > var(x) because of the added measurement error. Therefore var(w 1 ) is not a good estimate of var(x), even though cov(w 1 , y) is a good measure of cov(x, y). With this in mind, the numerically simpler-but equivalent-one stage approach to the errors-in-variables model has a useful intuition. We substitute cov(w 1 , w 2 ) as an estimate of var(x) because w 1 , w 2 only covary through x. Thus we have as our estimate of the relationship: 6
and the last three in the denominator to drop out of equation (33). To obtain a consistent estimate, then, eiv requires: (1) E(u i ·y i ) = 0, (2) E(u i ·x i ) = 0 and E(v i ·x i ) = 0, and (3) E(u i ·v i ) = 0. Indeed, when these conditions are not met the resulting bias in the eiv correction can easily be larger than the original bias caused by measurement error. However, as we now show in the following three subsections, mo is robust to violations of all but the last condition.
Measurement error correlated with y
The first of the conditions for eiv to work is that the measurement error is unrelated to the observed dependent variable. As an example of this problem, we might think that infant mortality is related to international aid because donors want to reduce child deaths. If countries receiving aid are intentionally underreporting infant mortality, to try to convince donors the aid is working, then the measurement error in infant mortality is negatively correlated with the dependent variable, foreign aid. If instead countries searching for aid are intentionally overreporting infant mortality as a stimulus for receiving aid, then measurement error is positively correlated with the dependent variable. Both scenarios are conceivable. This problem with the errors-in-variables approach is well known, because the errors-in-variables model has an instrumental variables framework, and this is equivalent to the problem of the instrument being exogenous of y in the more common usage of instrumental variables as a treatment for endogeneity.
In Figure 5 (a) we demonstrate this bias with simulated data. 7 The violet densities show the distribution of parameter estimates when there is negative correlation of 0.1 (dashed) and 0.3 (solid) between the measurement error and the dependent variable. In the latter case the bias in the correction has exceeded the original bias from measurement error, still depicted in red. The blue densities show that positive correlation of the errors create bias of similar magnitude in the opposite direction. Again, the size of the bias can be greater than that originally produced by the measurement error we were attempting to correct. Moreover, the common belief with measurement issues is that any resulting bias attenuates the coefficients so that estimates are at least conservative, We now analyze the same simulated datasets with mo. To apply the mo model, we estimate the measurement error variance from the correlation between the two proxies and leave the mean set to the better proxy. As Figure 5 
Measurement error correlated with the latent true value
The second requirement of the eiv model is that the measurement error is independent of the latent variable. If, for example, we believe that income is poorly measured, and wealthier respondents feel pressure to underreport their income while poorer respondents feel pressure to overreport, then the measurement error can be correlated with the latent variable.
In Figure 6 (a) we demonstrate the bias this produces in eiv. Here, the error in w i2 is correlated with the latent x i . 8 The biases are in the opposite directions as when the correlation is with y i , 8 Similar to the construction of the last simulations, we set n = 200, (xi, yi, ui, vi The key cause of the bias is the inability to judge the measurement error when the proxy is negatively correlated with the true latent x. If we had additional auxiliary information to set the prior variance for w i1 correctly, and used w i2 simply as a predictor, we would recover unbiased estimates with the mo model, as is shown in the simulations in 7(c). This follows the results seen previously in 5.2.2 and in figure 3 of Blackwell, Honaker and King (2015b) .
Measurement errors that covary across proxies
The final condition requires the errors in the proxies be uncorrelated. If all the alternate measures of the latent variable have the same error process then the additional measures provide no additional information. For example, if we believe gdp is poorly measured, it is not enough to find two alternate measures of gdp; we also need to know that those sources are not making the same errors in their assumptions, propagating the same errors from the same raw sources, or contaminating each other's measure by each making sure their estimates are in line with other published estimates. To the extent the errors in the alternate measures are correlated, then σ uv will attenuate the estimate in the same fashion as σ 2 u did originally.
Thus, we now simulate data where the measurement errors across alternate proxies are corre- Figure 7 : With data generated so that proxy variables have measurement error correlated with each other (so that new information is not availble with measures) both eiv (left graphs) and mo (right graphs) gives biased estimates.
simulations to vary the amount of correlation gives an indication of how various estimators perform in this difficult situation. 10 Figure 8 shows that mo outperforms eiv at every level of this correlation.
When the dependence between the error and y i is weak, mo almost matches its zero-correlation minimum. Thus, mo appears to be robust to even moderate violations of the these assumptions, especially when compared with other measurement error approaches. Interestingly, the denial estimator can perform better than all estimators under certain conditions, yet these conditions depend heavily on the parameters of the data. If we change the effect of x i on y i from negative to positive, the performance of the denial estimator reverses itself. Since we obviously have little knowledge about all of these parameters a priori, the denial estimator is of little use.
Since there are gold-standard data in these simulations, we can also investigate the performance of simply discarding the mismeasured data and running mi. As expected, mi is unaffected by the degree of correlation since it disregards the correlated proxies. Yet these proxies have some information when the correlation is around zero and, due to this, mo outperforms mi in this region.
As the correlation increases, though, it becomes clear that simply imputing the mismeasured cells 10 These simulations follow the pattern above except they include a perfectly measured covariate, zi, which determines which observations are selected for mismeasurement. Thus, we have (xi, yi, zi, ui, vi We ran simulations at both σxy = 0.4 and σxy = −0.4. Each observation had probability πi = (1+e 3.5+2z ) −1 , which has a mean of 0.25. We used the multiple proxies approach to estimating the measurement error. For eiv, we use applied the model as if the entire variable were mismeasured. Figure 8: Root mean squared error for various estimators with data generated so that each proxy variable has measurement error correlated with the dependent variable. On the left, x i has a positive relationship with y i and on the right, it has a negative effect. Note that both eiv (green) and mo (orange) perform worse as the correlation moves away from zero, but mo always performs better. The denial estimator can actually perform well in certain situations, yet this depends heavily on the direction of the relationship. Both the infeasible estimator and mi are unaffected by the amount of correlation.
has more desirable properties. Of course, with such high correlation, we might wonder if these are actually proxies in our data or simply new variables.
These simulations give key insights into how we should handle data measured with error. mo is appropriate when we have a variable that we can reasonably describe as a proxy-that is, having roughly uncorrelated, mean-zero error. Even if these assumptions fail to hold exactly, mo retains its desirable properties. In situations where we suspect that the measurement error on all of our proxies has moderate correlation with other variables in the data, it may be wiser to treat the mismeasurement as missingness and use multiple imputation. Of course, this approach assumes there exist gold-standard data, which may be scarce.
Multiple imputation relies on simulation to reflect the uncertainty due to missing data and requires a sufficient number of in order to do so accurately. The simulations in this case are the number of imputed datasets. There is a large body of research analyzing the performance of multiple imputation as the number of imputed datasets grows, with a general consensus that somewhere between 5 and 50 imputations is sufficient to obtain approximately valid confidence intervals. With multiple overimputation, we might worry that the increased demands on the imputation model might require additional imputations. In this section we perform a simulation experiment to see how our uncertainty estimates perform as a function of the number of imputations.
To do so, we use the basic design from BHK Section 2.4, vary the number of imputed datasets, and assess the confidence interval coverage for the estimated coefficients in the outcome model. 11
We present the results in Table 6 , which shows that the qualitative results from mi carry over to mo.
In terms of both point estimates and confidence interval coverage, there a only minor improvements beyond 10-25 imputed datasets. The lowest number of imputations can lead to confidence intervals that are both too narrow and too wide. Table 1 : This table shows the coverage and mean square error for the mo in the simulations from BHK Section 2.4 with 1,000 simulations as we vary the number of imputed datasets. The gains to both coverage and mse are minimal after 10-25 imputations.
The amount of measurement error in a variable increases the amount of missing information, so we would expect the performance of mo to vary as a function of the amount of measurement error in the data. It is instructive, then, to investigate the coverage of the mo approach In Table 6 , we display the coverage of nominal 95% confidence intervals as a function of both B and ρ. Here we are using the same simulation design as in BHK Section 3 using the correct value of ρ in the imputation.
11 Here we set the assumed amount of measurement error to the correct level.
As is clear from the Table, our intuition is correct-the coverage performance of the mo weakens as the amount of measurement error increases. In fact, when the ρ > 0.5, the confidence intervals become strikingly uninformative. This makes sense considering the fact that less than half of our mismeasured variable's variance is due to the true value. When ρ is at more reasonable values, we see similar results to Table 6 in that the marginal value of increasing B is fairly low after 10-25 imputations. Table 2 : This table shows the coverage for a nominal 95% confidence interval for the slope in simulation with the setup in BHK Section 3, varying the amount of error in the proxy (ρ) and the number of imputations used (B). In these simulations there is very little information for the imputations, so as the error dominates the model, the confidence intervals become non-informative. But with limited amounts of measurement error, even as small as 5 imputed datasets gives good coverage.
Concluding Remarks and Further Extensions
This paper, taken together with its companion Blackwell, Honaker and King (2015b) , offer a new approach to preprocessing data so that applied researchers can attend to the serious problems of missing data and measurement error scattered throughout most data sets used in the social sciences.
It should be attractive to applied researchers especially since, after attending to these issues, they can apply whatever method they would have in the absence of these problems. This enables social scientists and others to get back to the substantive problems that drove them to analyze their data to begin with.
The methods offered here are implemented in Amelia (Honaker, King and Blackwell, 2010) , and can be easily combined with other techniques as part of the same algorithm, most of which we have not touched on in these two papers. For example, researchers can choose to put prior values on individual cell values, include features for time series or time series cross-sectional data, implement transformations, include many types of prior information, and evaluate results and judge model fit using a wide range of diagnostics.
